
MoU with Samskrutha Bharathi, Amaravathi 

 

1. Sponsoring and facilitating guest lectures and programs at UG level. 

2. Exchange and enhancement of communication skills in Sanskrit. 

3. Organising training and outreach programs in the areas of interest. 

4. Organising mutually benefited orientation programs. 

5. Offering career guidance and throwing light in employment opportunities. 

 

Certificate courses will be conducted one after another.  

SARALA certificate course was started during the year 2015-16.  

During 2016-17, the same course was continued.  

During 2017-18, other certificate course called SUGAMA was started along with SARALA.  

In 2018-19, another certificate course called SARASA was started along with the above two 

courses.  

In 2019-20, certificate course called SUKHTHA was started.  

After the completion of the course, certificates will be issued by Samskrutha Bharati. Project 

works were also assigned and after completion of the project work, prizes in cash were 

distributed. During the period of certificate courses, field trips were conducted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SARALA Certificate 

 
 

Sukhada Certificate 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Report on Workshop on 

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS FOR SANSKRIT TEACHING  

IN THE PRESENT TIMES 

 

Date:20-2-2020  

Venue: seminar hall, VSM college 

Conducted by: Department of Sanskrit, VSM college, Ramachandrapuram 

Attended:1. Dr . D. Prabhakara Sharma, Retired Principal, SVJVS college, Kovvuru 

2. Prof.A.R Sharma, Retired HOD of Sanskrit ,Osmania University, Hyderabad. 

3. Sri A. Veera Lokesh, lecturer in Sanskrit, SVJVS college, Kovvuru 

4. Sri.T.RaghavaRaja, Retired Telugu teacher 

A workshop on challenges and solutions for Sanskrit teaching in the present Times was 

organised by the department of Sanskrit, VSM college  at seminar hall on 20-2-20. 

              All the Sanskrit students appeared and acquainted the importance of Sanskrit language. 

Principal Sri N.S.V Kiran Kumar presided over the function. 

Highlights of the points discussed in the Sanskrit workshop: 

1. The workshop highlighted the mean and measures to address the challenges faced in Sanskrit 

teaching at the present time. 

2. The use of technology in Sanskrit teaching 

3. Sanskrit teaching through planned teaching method in limited time and period 

4. Focus on moral values in Sanskrit teaching 

Felicitation 

Certificate presentation 

Vote of thanks 

 



Prize distribution to Winners 

 

 

Felicitation to Dr. Prabhakar Sharma 

 


